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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to present and illustrate the

application of a general linear model for the analysis, Of test net rks

based onitasch -measurement 'models., Test networks can be used to ertically

equate a set, of tests which cover a wide range of difficulties. a cri-
.

torte of*herence and consistency are:proposed in order to ass --s the

adequacy of the vertical equating, within:the test network, The method is

illustrated using a. set of standardized reading tests which ar a part of

the Achieveient Series of the Com rehentive Assessment Pro .r= (Scott,

POresMan and. Company, 1980).
ti
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CONSTRUCTING. A TEST NeTWORK,WiTif Altili3C11 MEASUREMENT MODEL

The equating of person measurements obtained on tests composed of

different items is one of the major problems encountered in educational

measurement. This problem arises whenever we calibrate a set of items
, 4

that have a wide range of difficulties which go beyond a single indivi-

dual's ability to provide meaningful.responses. for example, as educa-

tors. we may be interested. in tracing an individual's development In
I ,

reading 'comprehension over the elementary and secondary school years.'

It would be extremely difficult to develop a set of testltems or a

reading passage that would be appropriate for both first and twelfth

graders. An item would either be so hard'tht everyone fails (except:

by chance) or co . easy that everyone succeeds; both of these ceses pro4ke

no useful information that can be used to calibrate the items.

In order to deal with this problem, comprehensive
achieVe4

ment test

series designed to measure achievement over a wide age oAtgrade range

are typically composed of several levels and forms wh,1 are designed to

be appropriate for selected age or grade group s,. e separate levels and s'

form of the achievement series must then be eitited, so that the person

ability estimates obtained from differe Sets of items are comparable

and can be used to represent the log ion of the individual on one
4-g

unidimensional trait that spans age or grade, levels over which we

wish to trace growth or change. The goal in test equating is to step

beyond the Specific items contained in the separate test levels and forms

4



A- ardor to
L
ob inflortation on '00 tOattrait from each individual we

4
aricintereated in measuring.1,1f-ann achievament teet,aeries' to cumpe5e4

1r, ;,..t ,

of items, calibrated on Vs. single Unpimensional latent trait scale'then
,

it becdmes possible to obtain equivalent and comparable estimates of!,
4.

ea indivI4pai's location On. this latent trait regardleis of,form or

\

level. The essenceof this equating' problem, then is to develop procedures

1

V
fordetermining and tenting the comparability of the ability estimates

obtained,frowseveraL di rent't aests composed of different items oVer'
. .0 . \

. y-N

specified difficulty If the forMs'are. designed to measure tit

latent trait at similaj-Elbility, levels, the procedure is generally called
vh r

!

\
X.horizontal equating, e.g.., alternate forms e4uatjog. The equitting.of

4,
.

:1

measuremeUi resultS obtained on tests of differeht levels of,difficulty.is

-
0
.,

.

',called vertical equating, '' The purpose of this,melv-is to develop and

/
.illust e a. solution to t e problems enc ntered in the vertical tqua4hing

of n achievement test s ries based on the simplest latent trait model,
,

thellaich model.

'background

,itarioui methods have been proposed as solutions to thelproblei of

'vertical equating. The problem was recognized as early as the 1920s

when Thorndike pointed out that,
# 4

YQ

9

With the development of group tests,and tests for

use with higher ievels'of-intelligence, it is be-

coming more and more necessary to transmute a score

obtained with one test into the score tha"Ns

e uivAent to it in some other tet.

(thorlidike,"1922, p. 29)
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Thowndike "transmuted" scores using hisprobable error Method of scaling

(Th"ndik.0 1J22; Tillausl 1016)% Thurston, in a series of articles in

the 1920's desciibed tits Woolutrscaling method whichbe pioposed as a
.,...

solution to the problem of vertical equating (ThUrstone, 1925; 1927, 1925).

(See Flanagan and Schwars1954 for an' illustration of ThursiOne's method
,N, i . P .

of absolute stealing applied to thi equating ofintelligIncs Teat scores)..
(

.

Another solution ,for the vertical'equitti (4ng of 3C.3 is provideldby the

equipercentile method of vertical equating. Mere recently, latent, trait

measurement theory has been reCOsiMen4d asa source af ilution to the

intractable"'problem oflequatin 1977;44arcv 1917; *tight, 1977;

Rasch, 19601 bright,, 1967; Weight and Stone, 1J7) A oiat deal of

tecent attention in the psychoMetric literature has be n/directe
,

assessing the adequacy. of the Raich Model Iprvertic 1 uat.)ng and cam,
,

parison of the various available Methods,for,yertitalequtNiOtri

Rentzand 9aShaw; 1977, 19751. S1inde &Ad Linn, 1978*9; Kolen,

aid's

oover, otii These studies have leaditO conflicting

aqtquacy'of:the\qpas, model for'. verticalertical equating.
4 q.

40,

The conflicting conclusions over the adequacy of the Rasch model

"
cone

vertiaWA

eiluatip stem from two majoi'simArces. The first source of conflict
. I

4

involveswihe robustness of the RasO test items do not fit the

Rasa model, then-a vertical equating based orIthese items will lead

Ift
to an unsatisfactory equatinipekey here is tose Rasch test develop-

ment strategies in order to pioduCe a set, of these items which have the ,

propertiof specific objectivity (Rasch,. 1966a,1966b)Alf specificobjecti

in Rasch's- sense is obtained, then the persOnfree cdlibration of items

cn be'achieved. This'charaCterietiC iSalways,an hypothesisthat must

.specifically tested in each measuring"' situation. Siinde and

O

be

inn (1978, 1979)
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and Loyd and Hoover (1980) were evamiling teat items that were not daaigned

to fit the Rauh model. Another source that may account for the conflict-

log COACIU$14014 is the problem of,solooting oriteria for distertgining the

adequacy of each method for the Vertical equating as a series of tests..

There is no single objective criteria for comparing the results of

quipercentile and latent trait equating. The traditional criterion that

"two scores. one on form X" and the other on form Y (where X and Y mea,

sure the some function with the same degree of reliability), may be

considered equivalent if their corresponding percentile ranks in either

group are equal" proposed by Angoff (1971, p. S63) or the criteridn

proposed by Lord (1977, p. 128) that tests X and Y can be considered

equated "... if and only if it is a matter of indiffererice to each

,examinee whether he is to take test X or test Y," may unfairly bias ;he

conclusion about the adequacy of a method for vertical equating.

In this study, the tests that are to be equated, were developed

according to Rasch test development procedures. The items were piloted

in a representative national sample and items were selected that fit the

Rasch model. In this case, a single linking constant based on common

items should theoretically provide equivalent person measurements

regardless, of test level or form.

The issue of what criteria to use to assess the adequacy of the

vertical equating is one thr\requires further attention. For the4

purposes of this study,"the adequacy of the Rasch model is defined in

terms of the consistency and coherence of the linking constants within

the test network. Wright (1977) in his diScussion of of test networks

conceived of these networks as being composed of building blocks based



on sets pt threo tests which form 4 triangle , Lie thou silo to the to of

fit bo made for each triangle, in the test network if each triangla in the

test network ett the Hooch modal, the three linkingoonoconto shotd 44 to

Within f standard error or wo of Aero, rho standard error of such a stun

IS about 3.h/(NI2K12 0013Kt3
$

N23K33) in which the N's are the calibra-

tion sample, sizes and K's are the number of items In ouch Link (Wright and

Stone, 1979). This logic'cun be extended toeeever other triangles of tests

within the test network. The success oe the tost'network is then assessed
\

on the basis of a series of consistonczchecks performed on all possible

tritngles. In complete test networks, 1.0., sets of common items are avail-
/

able for all tests in the network," this solution and procedure seems workable.

4

-In constructing test networks with a Rasch measurement model designed to ver-

tically equate.tests over a wide range of difficulties, situations.are encoun-

tered where common Items are not available for linking every form and level.

This leads'to incomplete test networks in which no direct information Is avail-

able.to estimate the needed linking constants. -T IS As 'not an insurmountable

problem and procedures haVe been developed to estimate links where no direct

information, is available'(Wright and Stone, 1979). The method proposed in

this paper is not intended to supplant these methods, but it is intended to

provide a comprehensive approach with information about the overall coherence

and consistency of a test network, while at the same time providing a method

for estimating missing linking constants and providing a test of fit for each

of the observed linking consiants in the test network, The method can be used

with complete and incomplete test networks,

The method proposed in this paper begins with the Matrix of linking con-
\

.stants which -have already been devel'oped for the tests where common items are

S



available. The pray o lows a saner hod base n,the 0000C41

linear model for handling mls*Ing data outlln by Horst (1h41) *04 41*

ooime4 by aultlkoon (10b0) and hook and Jones (lha), This pr000dnro has

prtaarily been used with paired oomparteon data Crhuratono, 10.17), 3ihtle

the matrices produced in paired comparison ;experiment* are *Wier in form

and truotuxe to rho matrices obtainm4 in test network*,-thle procedure

sualotcs flair la a nit"' approach to the osaMinotlon of the overall

consistency and coherence of the test network, .4S,Weii as a uaefui

proach to the estimation of miSsEng linking constants in incomplete test.

networks.'

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the application of this

general linear\model us a technique for examining the fit of a test net-
\

\work which. can be used as an alternative criterion for aasessing whether or

notthe Rasch models l provides an adequate solution to the problem of ver-.

tical equating. The assumptiop As made that if the items within each test fit

thd .Ranch model (an assumption that is explicitly tested), then a single

linking constant provides sufficient information for obtainini equivalent

person ability estimates regardless of test or form. The problem then is

to assess the coherence and consistency.of the network based on these linking

constants-4sing the,general linear model proposed in this paper. If the ob-

served link g constants kit the model, then the criterion of consistency is

met And an adequate vertical equating has been accomplished.

Method

A General Linear. Model for Examini t Network

Let Aij represent the linking constant for equating tests i and j. Thisb

linking constant is a function of the differ,ence between the difficulties of
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whorl. roprommt4 4 t440M orror coMponont Iho ontl00,140tvIt.ur

linking conotanto fOr * formo 9c toot* (t 1, .,. m; m)

can he *SproOsed.00nvontently in mittel* eorm 04.

A - Ael 4

whoro A is a column vortor oe tho (m(m 1))/2 oboorvod Lmnotaato.

ordered by tholc oubscripts (Au. ir3, , Alm, An. A, ..

6 is awoctor or m to* t atrro.lottioh ( A A .,.2. A ); A to a MAIVIA

that has the following form

g 1 4 0 0

1 0 -1 o

1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 -1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 -1

.11

O 0

0 0

.1.111 0 0

O -1

0 0

0 -1

O 0

0 0 1 0 0 -1

0 0. 0 0
AIN
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For situation* what* direct information is available for the linking t'onstonts.

4 can be estimated by mIntmlxing the error term, f- In the usual way using

Least square'. By introducing 4 diagonal matrix, D. oe weights it is possible

to handle incomplete test networks. The least squares soltItiOn is obtained

by solving the 6)110444%g equations,

or

q ( - A4 )' (A. - A4) (3)

where D is a diagonal matrix with Is for the observed links and Os for the

missing links. In the case of a complete test network, D is an identity

matrix. The normal equations are given- by

A'DAS A'DA

and solving for the test difficulties, 6 , we have

(4)



OW, A*DA 4014 A 4'04 4,41014 14 toot or cott feek, the

%

'sliest eol4t104 tot 0414 4au Is to14411sio the 140 ifow 404 oolomo or *44

to 4elere the ,1014r cow tar 1 *oil 401s100 the toilowtoi Ikfl

tti)

The *aloes of 4' era the eatleete4 teat 4Irrtt:olt1 ua in vollittofl to the last

test, in order to obtAlO 0Artm41004 dr the Ilnkins 10ntitenrs, t the

lag equation CAO he used,

where 4 differs from A' by the adjoining of 4 zero to the last oow of l'

to represent tho test difficUlty oe the last test which is used to Anchor

the tflt network and Is zero by definition.

An otArrved residual, can then be defined as

(8)

and a standardized residual defined as

Z * (t - )/ S (9)

where c, is the mean vector of the residuals and S is the standard

deviation of the residuals. If the data 4111.ts the model. is approximately

normally distributed with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.

In order to test the fit of the data to the model, the standardized
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residuals capbe examined and any values peater than 2 standard errors

(z > 2) should be examined in depth. These links are suspect and -the

researcher may wish to eliminate these links and,re-estimate the predicted

-links. Another approach to the analysis of the'standardized_residuals
,,

is to use a rankit plot (Tukey, 1962). Basically, this involves ordering

the standardized residuali from th6 smallest to the largest, where i is
,

an index ofthese, ranks,and'S is-the number Of residuals. The rankits,

Iti; are equal to.the'standarAnotmal deviates.,which frresrond to the

following proportions.for each i,

(3i-1)/(3s+1) (10)

A rankit plot can then constructed with the standardized residuals on the

vertical axis and the rankits on the horizontal axis. Ifthe'model fit

the data, then this plot should be a straight 45* line. If the residual

analysis indicates an acceptable fit, then an adequate vertical equating

has been accomplished.
11,

The steps in examining a test network are as follows:

1. Construct an M x M matrix with observed linking .

constants in the matrix.

2. Cbnstruct a [M(M4)] /2 x 1, column vector composed

of all of the entries above the diagonal (which is zero)

in cell subscript order.

3,. Obtain solutions to equations (6), (7), (8) and. (9).

4. Examine the standardized residuals and determine

how well the data fits the model.

5. If the fit of the model is not acceptable, then elimi-

nate misfitting links, and repeat steps 3 and 4.



6. If an acceptable fit of the model is obtained,

then use the estimated linking constants ob-

tained through equation (7) for linking the tests.

This vecter provideg all the linking constants,

and any test can be chosen at this point as an

anchor test.

Description of Test Network Development and Sample

11

In order to construct the test network analyzed in this paper, nine

linking tests with 12 to 36 common items were developed. Each one of

these?linking tests contained items from at least two and as many as fOur

forms from the Achievement Series. of the Comprehensive Assessment Program

(Scott, Foresman and Company, 1980), designed to measure reading achieve-

-ment from pre-kindergarten'through high school. The\cverall network is

shown in Figure 1. The s aces represent levels 4 through 14 in the.

Achievement Series; the circles represent the nine linking tests speci-

fically created for this study; the connecting lines represent sets of

common items, The appropriate levels of the nine linking tests (2,4,7,8,11,12,

15,16,49). were administered to the elementary and secondary school students in

Huron County, Ohio. The total number of students tested was 3,982.

BICAL (Wright, Mead and Bell, 1979) was used to test the fit of the

items within each of the 20 tests (11 from the Achievement Seriesplus

the 9 specially created linking tests). The items fit very well, and it

was not necessary to eliminate any of the items at this stage. The next

step was to obtain the average difficulty differences for common items in

adjacent and non-adjacent test levels which will be used as the linking

constants. Plots were constructed for all of the linking items, and some

of these items were eliminated (see Engelhard [1980] for a descriptiog of

'4



this procedure). In general, the elimination of common items did not /

have very much of an effect on the value of 'the linking constant. The

observed linking constants obtained,for the test network are given in

Table 1. Table 2 gives the number oaf items,. number of individuals, and

the standard error for each link Computed by equation (11).

In order to apply the linear model to this data, a computer program

10P
was written using the matrix procedures in SAS. The observed links and

missing links were listed as a 190 x 1 (20 x 19/2= 190) colFn hector.

with zeroes for all of the missing linking constants. An A matrix was

constructed and a solution obtained following the earlier outlined pro-
,

cedure. Table 2 gives the cell subscripts, observed links, number of

'items, number of individuals, and standard error for each link. The

standard-error was obtained by the following formula:

SE (X) 4= 3.5/ (nk)1/2 (11)

. Table 34gives the observed and predicted links, along with an analYsis of

the standardized residuals. Figure 2 gives the rankit plot of the stan-

dardized residuals.

Results

Table 3 gives the residual analysis for the test network. Figure 1

gives the rankit plot for this data. In general, the data seems to fit

the model relatively well, adding support to the contention that an

adequate vertical equating has been accomplished. For example, using

Wright's triangular analysis of a set of three tests, we see that using

the observed links for linking tests 15, 16, and 19 the value of the sum

is .139 (.483 + .482 1.104), while using the predicted links the value

of the sum is 0.001 (.523 + .540, 1.064). By this criterion proposed

15
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by Wright the estimated linking constants which are based on a considera-

tion Of all the data in the linking matrix are even more coherent. Two

of the standardized residuals are greater than 2; these are the links for
a

tests 4 and 5 (1.804) and tests 4 and 7 (.863). .A re-examination of the

linking plots for thesektests'showed a considerable amount of spread in

these values which should be a straight line, so that these links were

qr -

not as well defined as the other links. Since by chance with 31 observed'

links we would expect at the .05 level 1.5 (.05 x 31) links to be greater
.

than 2, his result is nbt too unlikely, and the decision 14as 4.de to

keep these links and no re-estimation was calculated.

Table 4 gives estimates of the test difficulties 6.
1
centered on the

last test (6200 =-0 by definition ). In order to illustrate,an alternate

centering of the test network, column 3 in Table-4 gives the predicted

linking constants when the test network is centered on test 6 (d,6.= 6.0).

These values can be obtained in two ways. Theycan be obtained Erma the

vector of-predicted'linking constants (A) or they can more simply 'be ob-
. A

tained by subtracting the values in 6.from the value of.66. This will

re-center the test network on test 6. Table 4 also gives the set of ini-'

tial linking constants that were used in the preliminary calibration of

the reading tests in the Achievement Series. These initial values were

obtained by averaging different possible linking paths and in some cases

through simply taking the shortest path between two tests and summing

the necessary observed linking constants. This earlier procedure did not

take into account all of the linking information that was available and

the results differ from the results of the study by an average of .6 of

a logit which is a significant difference.



Discussion

14

r".

In this paper I have proposeda method for assessing the consistency

and coherence of a test network thant can be used to vertically equate. a set

of tests. This paper differs frOm previous research on vertical equating with

the Rasch model in several aspects. The first difference is that the tests

that are Vertically equated within the tegt,network were developed, using the

Rasch model. Recent'research by 'Slinde and Linn (1 1979 and Loyd and

Hoover (1980) have /been basically- esearch the robustness of the'Rasch

model. They have examined how. well the Rasch model fits item. or 6gt data that

is already available. Any equating and particularly any vertical equating that

is based on misfiiting items will not be completely adequate. The key in any
L

type of equating based ontheNas4h model is to haVe Items and tests that it

the Rasch model, and therefore have the desiralble.properties that are asso latec

with speific objectivity. .The.fit of the items within each test, the fit Of

.items'in each 'link and finally the fit of the linking constant within the test'
.

. .

network must besexamined. In.those cases where the data fits the model, a single

-, .

linking constant provides'sufficient information for the/equating of person
, r I

,

measurements obtained form'tests that vary inyfiCulty.
. .

-
1 . .. ,

The method presented in'this papei is similar to.the'one used by. Rentz
i

and Basbaw (1975,-1977). Their matrix of linking constants is slightly

ferent inform from the one analyzed in this paper. They have two linking

constants'for each test, based on separate administrations of the,tests given

in different time order. (It would be interesting to extend the model given

in this papez%to include a test of the signif4cance of this time order effect.)



15-

'The computation of'row means and the use of'these means as average to t difficul-
,

.

_ties that Can be used as linking constantsis equivalent to the values obtained
,

by the method propos in this paper. This paper adds to their approach by

making explicit the general linear model implied by the method used by Rentz,
. . .

i'

Bashaw and Wright. By making this model explicit, it is possible to obtain

m itests of the fit of each linking constant within the overall test network, and

also"to bbtain least squares estimate for the'unavailable links in incomplete

test. networks.

This ,paper presents a 7etiod that extends the criteritn of consistency

proposed by Wright (1977) for examining these networks. Previous research on ',

the:adequacy of the Pasch Model for vertical equating has- either compared

results, from'different equating methods, or divided the people/into different

(
ability/groups aid compared the results of the separate calibrations in each

, ,

group. 'The problem with both of, ese.approaches i that there is, no single

,

objective criterion or any "best"
:

method of equating that can be used as a,
\ c

,,,',

stp ard. criterion, for comparing eciating methods. 3 have suggested that the,

F'

criterion for assessing the adequacy of a vertical equating using the Rasch ,

mpOel\be based on a consideration lof the following conditions. The first con-

. dition for an'acceptable equating is that the items within each test fit the

Rasch Cee Wright and Stone [1979] for tests of iteM.fit.) If this iS

true, then a single linking constant -based on common items,Can be used to,
-

vertic equate the tests. The second condition is that the'COmmon items

used to compute the linking Cbnstant must be linearly related. °A plot ,of the

difficulties,for these common items obtained from the'separate tests to bb

equated can then be represented by a straight line with a sloi)e ofione. (See
4

Engelhard [1980] for an example of this analysis of the fit of items to the link.)

13
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< ,

The last condition is that the criteria of coherence And consiitency of the link-

ingconstants,within the test network must be met for an acceptable equating.

If these three conditions are met, then an acceptable equating of the tests in

the network has been realized. In the present example, the three conditions

for: acceptable equating were met.

oat

9-.

a

1
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Table 1. Matrix of observed linking constants.

1

0

2

3

4

'6

7

9

10

11

12

1.4

15

16

17,

18

19 ,

20.

\

2 3. 4 ,5 6 7 10 -11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20.

1.013

0 .015

0

1.608

1.301

0

.773

-

1.084

0

2.441

-

0

2.509

.863

1.684

.567

-

-

-

.

$V.

I

11It Oft

0 .980 2.184 -
,

[Same as values above diagonal.
except the values are negitive]

0 .246 1.51 1.323 -

0 - .

0 .172 -

0 .844 - - 1.601 -

.0Q3 .614 .844 -

0

0 .510 -

0' .483 - 1.104: -

0 .233 .558 .482

0 f - .287

0 ' .042 -
A
0 .865

0



. Table 2. Observed links, number of items, number of individuals and standard
'errors of observed links

Index Cell
Subscripts'

,Observed
Links

Number of
Items

Number of
Individuals

Standard
error

1 ,1.013 8 322, .069
2 2,3 .015 12 322 .056
3 2,4 1.608 19 285 .048
4 2,5 .773 12 -322 .056
5 2,7 2'.509 8 322 .069
6 3,4 1.310 10, 285 .065
7 4,5 1.084 12 285 .060
8 4,6 2.441 11 285 .062

9 4,7 .863 20 285 .046
10 5,7 1.684 .9 333 .064
11 6,7 .567 8 333. .068
12 .980 23 312 .040
13 7,11

L 2.184 11 328 .058'
14 8,9 .246 11' 312 .060.

15 8,10 1.510 12 312 .057
16 8,11 1.323 24 312 .040
17 10,11 .172 12 328 .056
18 11,12. .844 24 '294 .042
19- 11,15 1.601 '307 .058'

20 12,13 :003

/12.
..,-- 8 *294 .072

21 12,14 -.614 11 294 .061
22 12,15 .844 24 294 .042
23 14,15 .510 12 307 .058
24 15,16 .483 23 307 .042
25 15,19 1.104 11 307 '.060

26
27

16,17
16,18

.233

.558

12

12
597
597

.041

.041
28 16,19 .482 36 , 597 .024
29 17,19 .287 10 1,204 .032 .

30 18,19 .042 12 1,204 .029
31 19,20 .865 12 1,204 .029



Table 3. Residual analysis of linking constants.

lndox 'Cell
Subscripts

Observed
Links

Predicted
Links

Residual Atesidual(Rankit

(Std)

$ 1 , 1,2 1.013 1.013 .000 -.230 -.202
2 2,3' .015 -.128 .143 .227 .643
3 2,4 1.608 1.040 .568 1.588 1.115
4 2,5 .773 1.301i -.528 -1.920 -1.645
5 2,7 2.509 2.691 -.163 -.814 1.341
6 3,4 N1-310 1.167 .143 .227 .643
7 4,5 1.084 .262 .822 2.400 2.054
8 4,6 2.441 1.763 .678 1.939 1.476
9 4',7 .863 1.652 -.789 -2.754 -2.054

10, 5,7 1.684 1.390 .294 .710 1.036
11 6,7 4 .567 -.111 .678 1.939 1.476
12 7,8 - .980 .890 .090 .057 .332
13 7,11 2.184 2.274 -.090 -.516 -1.175
14 8,9 .246 .246 .000 -.230 -4.202
15 8,10 1.510 1.360 .150 .248 .842
16 8,11 ,- 1.323 1.383 -.060 -.422 -.915
17 10,11 .172 , .022 .150 .248 .842
18 11,12 .844 .776 .066 -.013 .253
19 11,15° 1.601 1.669 -.068 -.446 -1:036
20 12,13 .003 .003 .000 -.230 -.202
21 ,12,14 .614 .4986 .116 .141 .468
22 12,15 .844 .892 -.048 -.384 -.706
23 14,15 .510 .394 .116 .141 .468
24 15,16 .483 .523 -.040 -.358 -.583
25 15,19 1.104 1.064 .040 -.101 .151
26 16,17 .233 .245 -.012 -.267 -.468
27 16,18 .558 .528 .039 -.134 .050
28 16,19 .482 .540 -.00 -.416 -.806
29 17,19 .287 :296 -.012 -.267 -.468
30 18,19 .042 .012 .030 -.134 .050
31 19,20 .865 .865 .000 -.230 -.202

Mean .927 .856 .072 .000 .001

Standard Deviation .682 .703 .313 1.000 .966

*,



Table 4. Test difficulties, re-centered links, and comparison with preliminary
results of an earlier linking study.

Test Cell
Difficulties Subscripts

(delta)

9.575 6,1
8.562 6,2
8.690 6,3
7.522 6,4
7.261 6,5
5.760 6,6
5.871 6,7
4.980 6,8
4.734 6,9
4.620 6,10
3.597 6,11
2.821 6,12
2.818 6,13
2.323 6,14
1.929 6,15
1.405 6,16
1.161 6,17
.877 6,18
.865 6,19
.000 6,20

Re-centered
Links

- Testa
'ID

Preliminaryb
Links

Difference

-3.815
-2.802
-2.930
-1.763
-1.510
0.000

4-7

5-7

6-7
7-7

-4.272

-3.625

-2.344
0.000

.457

.695

.834

.000
-.111
.779

1.026 7-8 .616 .410
2.140 7-9 1.696 .444
2.162
2.939

"' 2.942 .7-10 2.235 l207
3.437 7-11 2.635 :602
3.831
4.354
4.599 7-12 3.375 1.224
4.883 7-13 4.177 .706
4.894
5.760 7-14 5.094 .696

Note Preliminary links were only obtained for 41e Achievement Series and.not
.

for the specially created linking tests.

a. The test numbers used through out this paper were assigned in order.to simplify
the discussion in this paper. The numbers in this column show the actual form
and level numbers used by Scott, Foresman and Company for their Achievement
Series.

b. The values given in this column were based on a preliminary analysis of the
Huron County Data used in this paper. The values currently used by Scott,
Foresman and Company-are based on a national representative sample. This
data is not currently available.
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Figure X. Natwork of Reading Toots

Grade

Pre-K

ISLy3

2 3 4

4"41

3i 6 7-8 9-10 11 -12
Squares represent levels 4 through 14 in the Achievement Series; circles represent linking tests constructedfor this study; single lines represent sets of common items
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Pigure 2. Rankit plot of standardized residuals.
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